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Using the graphic display calculator

to motivate derivative formulas

Abstract: Nowadays using graphic display calculators (GDCs) is beco-
ming more and more popular in learning and teaching mathematics. One
of the main usages of this device is to obtain a graph of almost all func-
tions with one variable. If we have a graph of a function we can observe
some special properties of the function. Graphic display calculators (even
without computer algebra system (CAS)) can do even more - calculate
derivative at any point and draw graphs of derivatives of the first and
the second degree, find other properties of functions like: minimum, ma-
ximum, x- and y-intercepts and so on. Traditionally students are taught
differentiation while using limits of functions. Hence the natural question
is whether there exists another method of teaching about differentiation?
The aim of this paper is to analyze attempts of teaching some aspects of
differentiation with using GDC.

1 Introduction

1.1 On process of generalization

The process of generalization of mathematical problems has been examined
in different mathematical activities for many years. As far as I have found
in the literature, this topic was touched by Z. Krygowska in the 70s’ of the
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previous century. In (Krygowska, 1977) she wrote, among others, “The pro-
blem with generalization of mathematical concepts by a still naive student,
adjusted to the level of one’s intellectual development of recognition, you can
organize so that the student discovers the superiority relation between the two
concepts already known to them, or deliberately constructs a generic term for
an previously known term.”
As I emphasized in the article (Jureczko, 2014) providing a student with

a math problem which requires observing regularity we can expect one of the
three situations:

• a student follows the teacher’s instruction closely

• a student asks and tries to find answers on one’s own

• a student formulates a hypothesis and looks for a way to either confirm
or reject.

We as researchers are mostly interested in the third possibility, because as
Krygowska pointed, it develops in a student so called “intellectual courage”,
which is one of the most important learning objectives, especially in teaching
of mathematics.
Another issue in the process of generalization is an appropriate choice of

tasks. By this I mean those in which a student does not know the algorithm
for solution. Similar studies were already carried out by Wittmann in the 70s
of the last century (see Krygowska, 1977). To give an example it may be:
familiarizing students with a new domain of mathematics, in which students
themselves have to discover some of the theorems and verify their accuracy.
Krygowska in (Krygowska, 1977) divided the problem with generalization

to the following types:

• generalization of the inductive type

• generalization of the theorem by generalizing the reasoning

• generalization by unification

• generalization by noticing recursion.

Of course, in different examples there are various types of tasks.
In the 90s of the 20th century Dörfler in (Dörfler, 1991) divided the process

of generalization to empirical (ie. observation of a common quality for the
considered group of objects or situations) and theoretical (exact scheme can
be found in (Dörfler, 1991)). The first type of generalization has met with
criticism. However, one cannot deny the importance of such a process to the
development of students’ reasoning.
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In subsequent works we can find another division of the process of gene-
ralization, for example in (Imre at al., 2012) the authors made a distinction
between phenomenological and semiotic generalization. In this work one can
also find information that, although some students are trying to find regu-
larities, others guess the pattern or claim based on trial and error which, as
a consequence, leads to making more mistakes than the students from the first
group, as demonstrated in (Warren at al. 2006).

1.2 On using visual templates in process of generalization

In the literature one can find articles on the process of generalization using
visual templates. One of such studies which caught my attention are studies
carried out by Rivera (Rivera, 2010), in which the author uses various types
of templates. I analyzed Rivera’s research and provided my own observations
in a paper (Jureczko, 2014a).
In (Rivera, 2010) the author proposed the following scheme of generalize

on the basis of studies which used visual templates (see Scheme 0a).

certain
knowledge

change the nature
of the task

forming hypothesis

construction further
examples confirming
hypothesis

Scheme 0a. The scheme of process of generalization proposed in (Jureczko, 2014a).

In a study of the process of generalization another type of visualization
can be used, e.g. using a graph of function in order to observe its properties
(Mitchelmore at. al 2000). This notion will be discussed further below.

1.3 On using the graphic display calculator in process of sol-
ving mathematical tasks concerning generalization

Probably one of most popular IT tools used in the teaching of mathematics is a
graphing calculator because of its small size, relatively low price (in comparison
to notebooks), and quality of being user-friendly.
Graphic display calculators (GDCs) were first developed in the mid 1980s.

Since that time many researchers have investigated application of this device in
the process of learning and teaching mathematics. Some of them (for example
(Foster at. al, 2003b)) shows us the influence of GDC on examinations, whereas
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others (for example (Foster at. al, 2003a)) give us information how GDC is
used while routine usage. In (Berry at. al, 2006) authors observe how students
solved some mathematical problems using GDC.
It is important how use this device effectively. In (Doerr, at. al, 2000)

authors divided using GDC in following ways:

• calculating tool,

• transposition tool,

• collecting and analysis tool,

• visualizing tool,

• checking tool.

As authors in (Mitchelmore at. al, 2000) emphasize the crucial weapon in
mathematics learning is a graph of a function. As early as possible students
should learn to observe different properties of graphs as zeros, monotonici-
ty, concavity. Without IT students examine only elementary functions. More
complicated functions (for instance composite functions) are usually omitted
as too difficult to sketch the graph using only pencil and paper. However, the
analysis of elementary functions may not show some special properties. For
this reason using IT seems to be justified in order to examine more advanced
properties of functions (see also (Jureczko, 2014c)).
In the literature one can find some papers concerning calculus with using

GDC. For instance in (Foster, 2004) authors propose using GDC in calculus
by using copy and paste (as mode of GDC), as working becomes quicker.
The introduction of the concept of derivative as a limit of a difference

quotient is difficult to understand for students. The mere introduction of ready-
made formulas for derivatives does not confirms the students in the belief that
this is indeed the correct patterns. Given the widespread use of differential
calculus for example in economics, physics, biology, it seems important to
search for such a method of introducing derivatives to be understood by the
students and not caused many difficulties. Therefore it may be important to
visualize the problem by using for example GDC.
Others (Goetz at. al, 1995; Gordon at. al, 2002) give us suggestions of

different usage of GDC. For example in (Gordon at. al, 2002) authors propose
how to find formulas for derivatives of different kinds of functions. Moreover,
in (Mitchelmore at. al, 2000) one can find information about difficulties in
using GDC by the students.
Since I started teaching mathematics with the GDC usage, I have observed

and analyzed its influence on the process of learning with a special focus on
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the process of generalization. At first I wanted to know how important is the
GDC for my high school students. For this reason I questioned 100 students
attended so called International Baccalaureate Diploma Programme (see more
in (Jureczko, 2012a; 2012b).
In (Jureczko, 2014b) I thoroughly analyzed the questionnaire concentrated

on learning mathematics with a graphic display calculator on the basis of
students’ experience.
In the paper (Jureczko, 2014a) I researched students from the point of view

of the process of generalization based on so called visual templates and the
usage IT, where I proposed the following scheme of process of generalization
(see Scheme 0b).

certain
knowledge

change the nature
of the task

forming hypothesis
testing
hypothesis

construction further
examples confirming
hypothesis

formal
proof

Scheme 0b. The scheme of process of generalization proposed in (Rivera, 2010).

In (Jureczko, 2013) I gave a thought to a problem of learning calculus in
a high school with usage GDC for the first time. My previous research was
rather narrow so I decided to extend my investigation to further elements espe-
cially towards composite functions with respect to comparing graphs with gra-
phs of their derivatives. Although some researchers are motivated to conduct
further enquiries concerning GDC, some teachers are still sceptical of using
this device. The question stands: are they right? The answer to the question
seems to be rather difficult. Consequently, this question and two mentioned
papers (i.e. (Gordon at. al, 2002; Mitchelmore at. al, 2000)) are the starting-
point for my researches in which I tried to find the answers to the following
questions:

1. How can GDC be helpful in finding general patterns for derivatives of
polynomials?

2. How can GDC be helpful in formulating theorems concerning monoto-
nicity or concavity with calculus?

3. Are there any dangers of using GDC in teaching calculus?
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2 Methodology and data collection

According to (Kozielecki, 1966) the problem proposed to students can be clas-
sified as open-closed, where students had to create a hypothesis using for this
purpose one of the methods known to them (graphing calculator).
According to (Woodworth at. al., 1963) the attempt was made to observe

the process that occurred between the administration of the problem and its
solution without the intervention of an observer. The studies focused only on
students’ answersheets and observer’s notes. Moreover, there is no record of
an interview with students due to their wish.
The strategy of problem solving by students according to (Linhart, 1972)

is a partially solving by trial and error and partly by logical analysis.
According to (Polya, 1964) students were provided with tasks which can

be classified as “try to find” (even the expression “try to guess” was used) to
encourage them to solve proposed problems.
Twelve 17-18-year-old students (six girls and six boys) took part in this

research. All students attended the class with so called International Bacca-
laureate Program (shortly IB class) on the higher level (the higher level is
intended for students gifted in mathematics). All students were taught by me.
As far as possible I recognized these students as gifted in mathematics. Rese-
arched students had worked with GDC for at least two months prior to the
research and were familiar with creating the patterns of functions knowing on-
ly their graphs. However, they had no knowledge about differentiation. What
is worth emphasizing students had not been taught about limits of functions
which are usually proceeds to introduction to differentiation. As far as the
organization of lessons itself there were three 45-minute lessons observed, all
of them were recorded. Moreover, activity of students was recorded on sheets
of paper provided by me.

Lesson 1

The aim of this lesson was to find the pattern for differentiation of poly-
nomials. This topic was not known students. Moreover they listened to infor-
mation of derivatives for the first time.
At the beginning of the lesson the students were informed about the aim

of the lesson. Next, I gave students GDCs and explained them how they could
use GDC in this task, especially with regard to some needed instructions for
setting GDC in the context of drawing graphs of derivatives of functions. Ne-
vertheless, no theoretical information about differentiation was not provided.
Afterwards students received sheets of paper with the task (Appendix 1). Du-
ring the whole lesson all students worked individually. I only observed them
and gave short instructions for GDC usage if students had manual problems
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(like syntax error). The students wrote their observations on the provided
sheets of paper. When the time was over I gathered all students’ work for ana-
lysis and gave the proper answers for the questions asked at the beginning of
the lesson with paying attention the mistakes studens made during observing
GDC screen only.
During next few lessons students was teaching how use the formulas of deri-

vatives of polynomials algebraically but it was only technical practice because
this problem is not a part of International Baccalaureate Diploma Programme.

Lesson 2

This lesson was a few days after few practicing lessons mentioned above.
It is worth remembering that during previous lessons students only had been
familiar with the pattern of derivative of polynomials but had not taken into
account other properties of graphs of derivatives of particular functions.
The aim of the second lesson was to find the pattern for derivative of a

composite functions in which the inner one was polynomial and outer one
the power of it. Students were familiar with composite functions but only for
purpose of recognize them and no other properties were not known by students.
At the beginning of the lesson after short introduction and explaining the

aim of the research the students were provided with GDCs and sheets of paper
with tasks (Appendix 2). I asked students to observe the relations between
the graphs of composite functions and their derivatives. Although students
were aware of such a type of function it was not necessary at that moment.
Afterwards students worked individually until the end of the lesson. Students
wrote all their observations on the provided sheets. After the end of the lesson
I gathered all students’ work to analyze them. This lesson was summarized by
giving the pattern of derivative for composite functions.
During next few lessons students practized with this pattern algebraically.

It was only technical practice as after lesson 2.

Lesson 3

This lesson was a few days after lesson 2 and further practise with deriva-
tives including composite functions.
The aim of the third lesson was to observe the behaviour of graphs of given

functions and their first and second derivatives in the sense of monotonicity
and concavity of the original function. Both monotonicity and concavity were
explained to students using graphs of particular functions at the beginning of
the lesson.
At the beginning of the lesson I introduced students to the topic and

presented the aim of their task. Next the students were given GDCs and
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sheets of paper with the task (Appendix 3) and started to observe them.
Students worked individually until the end of the lesson. Subsequently the
students wrote their observations on the provided sheets. Finally I gathered
students’ work for examination. The summary of this lesson was done during
the consecutive lesson.

3 Analysis

The research was qualitative. According to division (Łotocki, 2006; Pilch, 2001;
Zaczyński, 1997) there the following methods of research were applied: obse-
rvation, analysis of documents, techniques of research: participanting observa-
tion, qualitative analysis of documents, research tools: the task, work pages,
students’ notes, graphic display calculator. The interview given by students
was not recorded as they did not provide their consent.
The aim of the research was to examine the usefullness and dangers of

usage a graphic display calculator in understanding the differentiation of some
kinds of functions in the light of contemporary literature concerning this topic.
As each lesson had another aim, all of them will be analyzed separately. For
analysis of each lesson there were prepared tables with sketch of description
and summary.

Lesson 1

Generally, students had no problem with deducing that the derivative of
a constant function is equal 0. Students only analyzed given functions in ap-
pendix 1 and did not confirm their conclusion using their own examples.
The second point of the task was also rather easy for students. They quickly

realized that the constant b in a function y = ax+b did not influence the graph
of its derivative. Some students provided this remark verbally. In this point
students rather limited their investigation to given functions and they did not
examine further examples to confirm their generalizations.
On the contrary to previous steps students had some problems with reco-

gnition of the general pattern for quadratic and cubic functions. In order to
analyze students’ problems four students’ work from researched group will be
analyzed (enumeration was done by me). Below the is the first table showing
the short comparison of students’ work (see Table 1.).
Student 1 did not recognize the pattern of derivative of y = x2. He wrote

incorrectly that dy
dx
= x. Then in further examples he concentrated on the

shape of the graph not on the pattern. Furthermore, he limited only on given
functions and no further examples were investigated by him (see Figure 1).
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Student 1 observed that Student 2 observed that Student 3 observed that Student 4 observed that Notes

Task 1 the graph of the deriva-
tive is a line y = 0

derivative is always OX axe
for all real numbers

the graph of derivative is al-
ways equal 0

derivative is equal 0 for all
real numbers

Proper observation of
all students.

Task 2 when y = ax then
d

dx
= a

the first three particular one
could describe as if y = ax
then d

dx
= a

for y = ax+ b derivative is
equal to a, b does not influ-
ence the graph (of derivati-
ve)

the graph of the derivati-
ve goes through the origin
and b does not influence on
derivative (Student did not
gave the general pattern of
derivative)

Not all students obse-
rved all properties of a
linear function.

Task 3 for y=x2 there is d
dx
=x

but for y = ax2 the big-
ger a the closer d

dx
is to

0Y , if for y=ax2+b no
matter what b is it is
the same as above (Fi-
gure 1)

for y=x2 there is d
dx
=x but

(Figure 2) after bad parti-
cular solution but with good
coefficients for y = ax2 there
d

dx
= 2ax, for y = ax2 + b

and for y = ax2 + bx+ c the
same answer d

dx
= 2ax+ 1

2
b

the derivative is a linear
function y = ax and for
y = ax2 + bx + c the con-
stant term c is not impor-
tant (Figure 3)

for functions with different
coefficients b does not influ-
ence on derivative which is
a linear function (Figure 4)

Almost all students
recognized derivative
as a linear functions
and free coefficient do-
es not influence the
graph of derivative.

Task 4 for y = ax3 the deriva-
tive is parabola and its
vertex is always zero.

for y = x3 there is d
dx
= x2

but for y = ax3 there is d
dx
=

3ax2

for y = x3 the derivative
is quadratic and some other
information about transla-
tion of the function y =
ax3+bx2+cx+d (Figure 3)

for y = x3 the derivative is
quadratic and gave the con-
stant term does not influen-
ce the derivative

Students observed the
shape of derivative but
some of them had pro-
blems with giving mo-
re information.

Task 5 nothing for y = axn there is d

dx
=

naxn−1
for y = axn there is d

dx
=

axn−1
for y = axn there is d

dx
=

axn−1
Three students gave
proper degree of de-
rivative but only one
observed good coeffi-
cient.

S
u
m
m
a
ry

Student was not able to
give general pattern for
polynomials with de-
gree higher than 3.

Although some improper
particular solution student
was able to give proper
general solution.

Student observed good de-
gree of derivative of poly-
nomial but without giving
particular solution he/she
had problem with proper
coefficient of polynomial.

Student observed good de-
gree of derivative of poly-
nomial but without giving
particular solution he/she
had problem with proper
coefficient of polynomial.

Table 1. Comparison of solutions of tasks concerned during lesson 1.
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Figure 1. The original student’s 1 work

Student 2 gave the proper pattern for y = ax2 only. However, this pattern
was probably guessed because the student did not use information from 1 and
2 about derivative of constant function (see Figure 2).

Figure 2. The original student’s 2 work

Student 3 concentrated on the shapes of derivative of both y = ax2 and
y = ax3 and she recognized the general patterns properly. In y = ax2+ bx+ c
she recognized that c is not important for graph of the derivative and b is
y−intercept of the derivative. Consequently, she tried to apply her observation
for cubic function but she did not take into account proper coefficients. As
a result this led her to incorrect conviction that derivative of y = axn is
equal to dy

dx
= axn−1. Similarly to previous students she did not examine

further examples for confirmation or rejection of her generalized pattern (see
Figure 3).
Student 4 tried to write as many information about graphs of functions as

he was able to. Similarly to student 3 he recognized the shape of derivative
and meaning of constant term in the investigated examples. From his notes it
is clearly shown that he considered only integer coefficients for the function.
Furthermore, he recognized that not all derivatives go through the origin but
he did not explain why and how to apply this information for the generalized
pattern.
Although so many attempts, he incorrectly gave the general pattern for

derivative of y = axn (the mistake is common with student 3) (see Figure 4).
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Figure 3. The original student’s 3 work

Figure 4. The original student’s 4 work
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Four other students gave general pattern for the derivative of y = axn

properly but without any description. The last four students did not do the
task. Further examples from appendix 1 became unsolved by any of students.

Lesson 2

As was mentioned before the lesson was a few days later. Although students
were familiar with formulas for derivatives of polynomials they did not know
chain rule – the method of differentiation of composite functions. As before
the papers of the same four students will be analyzed. Below the is presented
table with short comparison of the same four students’ work as was shown
before.
Student 1 only concentrated on finding zeros of derivatives of given com-

posite functions. He noticed that derivatives had more zeros that their original
functions and he noticed that the degree of polynomials had no influence on
zeros of derivatives. However, he did not give any pattern. In consequence, his
work was limited to investigation of given functions only.
Student 2 noticed that the derivative of composite function had the same

zeros and other zeros too (similarly to student 1) but he did not give ge-
neralized pattern for derivatives of composite functions. What is strange, he
deduced from point 1 and 2 (in appendix 2) that the degree of the polynomial
should be one less, but in point 3 he guessed the pattern. He probably made
the mistake y-intercept with zero (see Figure 5). Moreover, the coefficients in
his pattern seemed not to be connected with the graph of the derivative. As a
consequence he was not able to give general pattern for this derivative.

Figure 5. The original student’s 2 work
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Student 1 observed Student 2 observed Student 3 observed Student 4 observed Notes

Number
of solved
tasks

1-8 1-5 1-4 1-8
Not all students sol-
ved all tasks.

Descrip-
tion and
summary

only proper roots,
but in task 4 gave
info that the deri-
vatives of functions
had the same ro-
ots as origin func-
tion plus one more.

quite proper derivatives
in tasks 1, 2 and 3 and
in the same tasks ga-
ve the information that
degree of derivative had
degree less than origi-
nal function and zeros
of both functions stay-
ed the same (Figure 5).
For task 4 student ga-
ve information that ze-
ros are the same plus
one more.

full information
about max and
min value and
information about
zeros – derivative
had the same zeros
as original function
and one more.

full information abo-
ut max and min va-
lue and about power
of derivative – one less
than the original func-
tion. Degree of poly-
nomial does not influ-
ence on value of roots.
Student gave informa-
tion about correlation
between degree of po-
lynomial and number
of roots.

All students reco-
gnized the simila-
rity between zeros
of function and its
degree. Some stu-
dents gave informa-
tion about max and
min value but no-
ne of them gave any
general formulas for
derivatives.

Table 2. Comparison of solutions of tasks concerned during lesson 2.

Student 1 observed Student 2 observed Student 3 observed Student 4 observed Notes

Number
of solved
tasks

1-2 Not done 1-2 and 7 1-2 Students generally
solved tasks 1-2 (ex-
cept for student 2).

Descrip-
tion and
summary

Only analysis of ori-
ginal functions, no
conclusions

nothing for tasks 1 and 2 so-
me properties of the first
and the second derivati-
ves of quadratic and cu-
bic function, task 7 tried
to generalize the problem
(Figure 6), (Figure 7).

full proper analy-
sis of functions from
tasks 1 and 2 (Figu-
re 8) and gave fur-
ther generalizations
(Figure 9)
and (Figure 10)

Only two students
tried to generalize
the problem posted
in the task.

Table 3. Comparison of solutions of tasks concerned during lesson 3.
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Student 3 gave the information about maximum, minimum and zeros of
derivatives very carefully but did not give any generalized patterns. She reco-
gnized that derivatives had more zeros than the original functions. As previous
students she investigated only given functions.
Student 4 did not give any new information in comparison to previous

students except for that the power of function was important for zeros and
zeros are the same. As student 3 he did not give any pattern for the derivative.
Additionally, other students did not put any new information into this topic.

Lesson 3

This lesson was a few days later after lesson 2. As before the analysis below
will be concerned with the same four students.
Student 1 concentrated on zeros of the first and the second derivative

of given functions only. However, due to his poor notes they are difficult to
analysis.
Student 2 did not manage to do anything.
Student 3 examined very carefully the graphs of functions and their deri-

vatives. She properly interpreted monotonicity for the first and for the second
derivative for y = x2 and y = x3, but she did not examine the functions
y = ax2 and y = ax3 for negative a. For function y = (2x)2 her generalization
was astonishing (see Figure 6 and Figure 7). Although she was familiar with
the derivatives of y = xn and chain rule, she did not write the proper pattern.

Figure 6. The original student’s 3 work

Figure 7. The original student’s 3 work

Student 4 did complete information about functions from task 1 and 2 but
completely did not understand the definition of concavity (see Figure 8).
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Figure 8. The original student’s 4 work

After observing behavior of the first and the second derivatives of y=x2

and y = x3 he deduced that for y = axn he obtained dy
dx
= axn−1 and d

2y
dx2
=

axn−2 (see Figure 9 and Figure 10). It is worth noticing that although the
derivative after the lesson 1 was corrected he still made the same mistake
during the third lesson.

Figure 9. The original student’s 4 work

Figure 10. The original student’s 4 work

The point 6 and over 7 in appendix 3 were done by none of the students.
What is worth emphasizing all four students mentioned above investigated
given functions only. Moreover, as was observed before none of the students
tried to confirm their general pattern by investigating further examples.
Other students did not add any new information to this topic.
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4 Conclusion

Referring to the information about the process of generalization given in the
introduction of this articles it can be concluded that it is “a generalization
of the unification” (Krygowska, 1977). In by observation of the graphs of po-
lynomials of different degrees and their derivatives students noticed repeated
mutual behavior of a function and its derivative. Undoubtedly, this is a gene-
ralization of an empirical, and although criticized by Dörflera (Dörfler, 1991)
it turns out to be useful. However, it creates some problems, for example
proposing not entirely correct formula for the derivative of the n-th degree.
Although students’ work was not free from error, this method may be useful
provided that it is overseen by the teacher.
The main reason for administration by students partially incorrect answers

was the omission of a mental element, which is shown in the diagram (Scheme
0b), namely the study of further examples to confirm the hypothesis while
using graphing calculator.
However, it is worth pointing out that students’ experience in operating

GDC was very useful in such a kind of research, because in short time (if we
subtract organization part of the lesson there left at most 30 minutes) they
were able to investigate so many examples, although new information about
setting GDCs was introduced especially during the first lesson. The fluent
skillfulness in operating this device seems to be crucial in such a research.
The second important thing to be mentioned is that the researched stu-

dents were recognized as gifted in mathematics, but it depends on the difficulty
of the task. The research could be carried out in other group of students too.
Although the task was adapted for the level of researched students there we-
re shown some serious problems with generalization of required patterns of
derivatives.
Visualization of the problem (mainly visualization of graphs of examined

function) helped students to confirm the belief that the formulas for the de-
rivative of a polynomial corrected by the teacher (in this case me) are in fact
correct (even without proposing students with the notion of limit), which is the
answer to my first question. Unfortunately, the calculator itself is not enough
to formulate a theorem on the monotonicity and convexity of functions.
Referring to question 3, as the research showed, the GDC may pose some

risk of making mistakes by students, despite the teacher’s cguidence, the work
with the graphing calculator has strengthened the students in the mistaken
belief that the derivative of the function y = axn to dy

dx
(y) = axn−1.

After analyzing three parts of work we can conclude that badly interpreted
general pattern during the first lesson was repeated during the third lesson,
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although in the meantime this pattern was corrected additional practise of
algebraical calculations of derivatives were done. It may lead to drawing the
conclusion that some students guessed patterns by using GDC without deeper
understanding them and this was stronger than information given by teacher
and by further practise. This mistake should be weeded out by examination of
further examples created by the students. In this way students could confirm
or additional reject the obtained pattern.
As each lesson had different aim we can conclude which patterns were rela-

tively easy for students and which were difficult or even impossible to obtain.
Although the pattern for derivative of y = axn was quite easy (only some
students had problems with it) the creation of further patterns for composite
functions and theorems about monotonicity and concavity were impossible to
obtain. To conclude, further examples and additional help have to be prepared
by the teacher.
Returning to Scheme 0b of this paper, this research showed that omitting

the stage in which students have to confirm their general patterns may lead to
incorrect conviction of authenticity of proper deducing. In the end, it would
be good to consider the potential profits of lessons based on discussed studies
for both a teacher and students First of all lessons conducted while using the
graphing calculator are definitely more interesting, it diversifies the learning
process due to the fact that students are no longer passive recipients but
become researchers which becomes an additional motivation for learning. The
calculator allows you to visualize a number of elements in a fairly short time,
which helps students with creating and verifing the hypothesis without any
tedious and often too difficult formal proofs. Moreover, the teacher can also
specify a particular subject of lessons in a more accessible form for students
and be able to devote more time to his application. However, one cannot forget
about the fact that the calculator carries some risk (eg. those described above),
which requires prompt correction. Although the GDC seems to be useful in
process of generalization it could not be replaced by critical thinking. We still
need further research in order to coordinate students’ learning more effectively.
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Appendix 1

In each task sketch the graph of Y and d
dx
(Y ) on the same screen (simultane-

ously) and write down what you observed. Try to guess the pattern of d
dx
(Y )

or type of this function. Can you observe the relation between both (Y and
d
dx
(Y )) functions (roots, maximum, minimum value)?
You can use modes: GRAPH, DYNA GRAPH, or even TABLE. Write

down which mode you used in each task.
1.
Y = 1
Y = −2
Y = 3
Y = c; c ∈ R

2.
Y = x
Y = 2x
Y = x+ 1
Y = ax+ b; a, b ∈ R

3.
Y = x2

Y = ax2; a ∈ R

Y = ax2 + b; a, b ∈ R

Y = ax2 + bx+ c; a, b, c ∈ R

4.
Y = x3

Y = ax3; a ∈ R

Y = ax3 + b; a, b ∈ R

Y = ax3 + bx2 + cx+ d; a, b, c, d ∈ R

5.
Y = axn; a ∈ R for some n > 3

6.
Y = 1

x

Y = − 1
x

Y = a
x
+ b; a, b ∈ R

Y = a
x−b
+ c; a, b, c ∈ R

7.
Y = 1

x2

Y = 1

x3

Y = 1

xn
for some n > 3
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8.
Y =
√
x

Y =
√
x− 1

Y =
√
ax− b; a, b ∈ R

Y =
√
ax2 + bx+ c; a, b, c ∈ R

9.
If you want, please propose other functions Y and compare their graphs

with graphs of d
dx
(Y ). (You can consider a function Y = (P (x))r, where P is

a polynomial and r ∈ Q).
10.
Do you think that your observations will repeat for other functions? Which

functions do you mean?

Appendix 2

In each task sketch the graph of Y and d
dx
(Y ) on the same screen (simultane-

ously) and write down what you observed. Try to guess the pattern of d
dx
(Y ).

Try to write pattern of each derivative in the form

y = a(x− x1)k1(x− x2)k2 · ... · (x− xn)kn .

Can you obseve the relation between both (Y and d
dx
(Y )) functions (roots,

maximum, minimum value)?
You can use modes: GRAPH, DYNA GRAPH, or even TABLE. Write

down which mode you used in each task.
1.
y = (2x)2

y = (2x)3

y = (2x)4

2.
y = (x− 1)2

y = (x− 1)3

y = (x− 1)4

3.
y = (−0.5x + 2)2

y = (−0.5x + 2)3

y = (−0.5x + 2)4
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4.
y = (x2 + 2x)2

y = (x2 + 2x)3

y = (x2 + 2x)4

5.
y = (2x2 − 2)2

y = (2x2 − 2)3

y = (2x2 − 2)4

6.
y = (x3 − 8)2

y = (x3 − 8)3

y = (x3 − 8)4

7.
You can propose your own functions for example y = (x3 − x)2.

8.
Consider functions which have no zeros, for example:
y = (x2 + 1)2

y = (x2 − 2x+ 3)2

y = (x4 + 1)2

y = (x2 − x+ 1)3

y = (x4 + 2)4

What have you observed? Try to find general pattern of their derivatives.

Appendix 3

In each task sketch the graph of Y , d
dx
(Y ) and d2

dx2
(Y ) on the same screen

(simultaneously) and write down what you observed. Try to guess the pattern
of d
dx
(Y ) or type of this function. Can you observe the relation between both

a)Y and d
dx
(Y ) (roots, maximum, minimum values, increasing, decreasing

functions)
b)Y and d

2

dx2
(Y ) ) functions (concavity, points of inflection)?

You can use modes: GRAPH, DYNA GRAPH, or even TABLE. Write down
which mode you used in each task.
1.
Y = x2

Y = ax2; a ∈ R

Y = ax2 + b; a, b ∈ R

Y = ax2 + bx+ c; a, b, c ∈ R
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2.
Y = x3

Y = ax3; a ∈ R

Y = ax3 + b; a, b ∈ R

Y = ax3 + bx2 + cx+ d; a, b, c, d ∈ R

3.
Y = axn; a ∈ R for some n > 3

4.
Y = 1

x

Y = − 1
x

Y = a
x
+ b; a, b ∈ R

Y = a
x−b
+ c; a, b, c ∈ R

5.
Y = 1

x2

Y = 1

x3

Y = 1

xn
for some n > 3

6.
Y =
√
x

Y =
√
x− 1

Y =
√
ax− b; a, b ∈ R

Y =
√
ax2 + bx+ c; a, b, c ∈ R

7.
y = (2x)2

y = (2x)3

y = (2x)4

8.
y = (x− 1)2

y = (x− 1)3

y = (x− 1)4

9.
y = (−0.5x + 2)2

y = (−0.5x + 2)3

y = (−0.5x + 2)4

10.
y = (x2 + 2x)2

y = (x2 + 2x)3

y = (x2 + 2x)4

11.
y = (2x2 − 2)2

y = (2x2 − 2)3
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y = (2x2 − 2)4

12.
y = (x3 − 8)2

y = (x3 − 8)3

y = (x3 − 8)4

13.
You can propose your own functions for example y = (x3 − x)2

14.
Consider functions which have no zeros, for example
y = (x2 + 1)2

y = (x2 − 2x+ 3)2

y = (x4 + 1)2

y = (x2 − x+ 1)3

y = (x4 + 2)4

What have you observed? Try to find general pattern of their derivatives.
15.
If you want, please propose other functions Y and compare their graphs

with graphs of d
dx
(Y ) and d

2

dx2
(Y ). (You can consider a function Y = (P (x))r ,

where P is a polynomial and r ∈ Q).
16.
Do you think that your observations will repeat for other functions? Which

functions do you mean?
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Wykorzystanie kalkulatora graficznego

w celu wprowadzenia wzorów na pochodne funkcji

S t r e s z c z e n i e

Wykorzystywanie kalkulatora graficznego w nauczaniu i uczeniu się matema-
tyki staje się coraz bardziej popularne. Jednym z głównych zalet użycia tego
sprzętu jest możliwość naszkicowania wykresu niemal każdej funkcji jednej
zmiennej oraz jej pochodnych. Daje to pewną łatwość w badaniu własności
funkcji. Pozwala też na inne wprowadzenie pochodnych funkcji, niekoniecznie
tradycyjne – poprzez wprowadzenie granic funkcji. Z uwagi na trudność zro-
zumienia pojęcia granicy funkcji u uczniów w wieku licealnym alternatywny
sposób pozwala na możliwość zastosowania pochodnych w różnych aspektach
nauki: ekonomii, fizyki, biologii itp.
Celem obserwacji było określenie umiejętności dostrzegania przez uczniów

regularności w obserwowanych funkcjach i ich pochodnych. O istocie proce-
su uogólniania problemów matematycznych pisała już Krygowska w latach
70-tych (Krygowska, 1977): „Problemowe uogólnienie matematycznych pojęć
przez samego ucznia jeszcze w naiwnym, dostosowanym do poziomu jego in-
telektualnego rozwoju ujęciu, organizować można tak, że uczeń bądź odkrywa
stosunek nadrzędności dwóch znanych mu już pojęć, bądź konstruuje świa-
domie i celowo pojęcie nadrzędne dla znanego mu już pojęcia”. W tej samej
książce dokonała podziału uogólnienia na:

• uogólnianie typu indukcyjnego;

• uogólnianie twierdzenia przez uogólnianie rozumowania;

• uogólnianie przez unifikację;

• uogólnianie przez dostrzeżenie prawa rekurencji.

Jak podkreśliłam w artykule (Jureczko, 2014) stawiając przed uczniem pro-
blem matematyczny wymagający dostrzeżenia regularności możemy oczekiwać
jednej z trzech sytuacji:

• uczeń postępuje zgodnie z kolejnymi poleceniami nauczyciela;

• uczeń sam zadaje pytania i poszukuje na nie odpowiedzi;

• uczeń formułuje hipotezę i szuka sposobu, aby tę hipotezę potwierdzić
lub odrzucić.

Nas jako badaczy najbardziej interesuje trzecia możliwość, gdyż jak pod-
kreśla Krygowska rozwija się u ucznia tzw. „odwaga intelektualna”, a jest to
jeden z ważniejszych celów nauczania, w szczególności nauczania matematyki.
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Kolejną kwestią w procesie uogólniania jest odpowiedni dobór zadań, nie
takich, w których uczeń zna algorytm rozwiązania. Takich badań dokonywał
już Wittmann w latach 70-tych ubiegłego stulecia (zobacz Krygowska, 1977).
Może być to np. zetknięcie ucznia z nowym działem matematyki, w którym
uczeń sam ma odkryć pewne twierdzenia i zweryfikować ich prawdziwość.
W taki sposób jak pisze Krygowska można dokonać przedłużenia problemu
postawionego w zadaniu. Jednym z form przedłużania problemu jest specyfika-
cja, czyli potwierdzanie lub odrzucanie postawionej hipotezy poprzez badanie
przypadków szczególnych.
W późniejszych pracach proces uogólniania też był poruszany. Np. Dörfler

(Dörfler 1991) dokonał innego podziału uogólnień na empiryczny i teoretycz-
ny. W moim artykule będziemy mieć wyłącznie do czynienia z uogólnianiem
empirycznym.
Sposób w jaki postępowali badani uczniowie można opisać za pomocą

diagramu 0a jednak dla poprawności wyniku istotny jest proces uogólniania
przedstawiony na diagramie 0b.
W późniejszych pracach (cytowanych w bibliografii) autorzy podejmowali

próby zastosowań technologii informacyjnych w procesie nauczania matema-
tyki w tym wprowadzania pochodnych ale w odmienny sposób niż zostało to
pokazane w tym artykule.
W badaniu brało udział 12 uczniów w wieku 17-18 lat. Badanie zosta-

ło przeprowadzone podczas trzech jednostek lekcyjnych. Poszczególne lekcje
odbywały się w odstępach kilkudniowych – był to czas na korygowanie błę-
dów wyników prezentowanych przez uczniów jak i praktyczne ćwiczenia na
wykorzystanie poznanych wzorów na pochodne funkcji. Poszczególne lekcje
dotyczyły:

• znajdowania wzorów na pochodną wielomianu fnckji jednej zmiennej;

• znajdowania wzorów na pochodną funkci złożonej;

• poszukiwanie związków między monotonicznością i wypukłością funkcji
a zachowaniem się pochodnych.

Każda lekcja przebiegała w podobny sposób: uczniowie otrzymywali kalku-
lator graficzny i karty pracy. Pracowali indywidualnie, praktycznie bez pomocy
nauczyciela. Zadania na kartach pracy zostały tak dobrane, aby stopniować
trudność ich rozwiązania oraz tak, aby brak rozwiązania poprzedniego zadania
uniemożliwiał rozwiązywanie kolejnego zadania.
Z uwagi na małą liczbę badanych uczniów zdecydowałam się na anali-

zę jakościową prac czterech uczniów, których rozwiązania zadań wykazywały
różnice.
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Podczas analizy dostrzegłam następujące aspekty:

• początkowe zadania na ogół nie sprawiały uczniom problemów;

• uczniowie uzasadniali zaobserwowane własności bądź zapisem symbolicz-
nym bądź werbalnie;

• kalkulator graficzny okazał się bardzo pomocny w dostrzeganiu regular-
ności jak i badaniu podobnych funkcji co ułatwiało proces uogólniania
wzorów;

• kalkulator graficzny oprócz pozytywnego wpływu na proces uogólniania
niesie też za sobą pewne zagrożenia, w tym popełnianie błędów i utwier-
dzaniem się w błędnych przekonaniach dot. uogólnień przez prawdopo-
dobnie zgadywanie wzorów na pochodne funkcji;

• uczniowie popełniali błędy, gdyż w ich rozumowaniach zabrakło elemen-
tu próby potwierdzania postawionej hipotezy, co zaowocowało powiela-
niem błędów mimo korekty ze strony nauczyciela.

Nie należy ukrywać jednak faktu, że lekcje z użyciem kalkulatora graficzne-
go są dla uczniów ciekawsze i dzięki niemu wzrasta motywacja uczenia się i od-
krywania matematyki. Uczniowie przestają być biernymi słuchaczami, a stają
się badaczami. Mogą też w bardzo krótkim czasie zbadać kilka lub kilkanaście
podobnych przykładów, co ułatwia im wyciąganie wniosków.
Jak można przeczytać w pracy(Doerr, at. al, 2000) kalkulator graficzny

można wykorzystać:

• do wykonywania rachunków;

• do zmiany natury zadania;

• do zbierania i analizy danych;

• do wizualizacji problemu;

• do sprawdzania wyników.

Jak pokazałam m.in. w (Jureczko, 2014a) kalkulator ten można użyć w celu
potwierdzania hipotez. Jednak użycie tego sprzętu wymaga od nauczyciela
pewnej ostrożności w stosowaniu w celu unikania przez uczniów błędów oraz
utwierdzania ich w błędnych przekonaniach co do odkrytej regularności.
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